Lease program

Golf courses can finance the cost of Flowtronex PSI's pumping systems, including the cost of freight and installation, with a leasing program recently introduced by the company.

Flowtronex PSI's preferred lease rate schedules provide flexible monthly payments for pumping systems, according to the company.

For more information, contact Flowtronex PSI at 214-357-1320 or CIRCLE NO. 202

Course markers

KBJ Enterprises offers ProMark golf course yardage markers to help speed play without adding to the maintenance worries of superintendents. The yardage markers, which come in regulation colors, are easy for golfers to spot without being obtrusive. They are made of plastic from Bayer Corp's Plastics Division.

The markers are suitable for tees, fairways, cart paths and driving ranges. They are available in blue, red and white and are made of Bayer's Lustran ABS 752 resin with a cap of Centrex 833 weatherable polymer.

Most of the markers are used as yardage markers to show distance to the green. But they are also used to show yardage to landing areas or to and over hazards, to indicate quick-coupler locations and to show yardage to targets on driving ranges.

For more information, contact ProMark at 800-552-3485, www.yardagemarkers.com or CIRCLE NO. 203

Turf blankets

Typar Turf Blankets retain warmth and moisture throughout the winter so turf can survive cold spells. Air and soil under the blankets are 3 degrees to 7 degrees higher than surrounding uncovered areas, providing warmth for turf, reducing the incidence of winterkill.

When spring arrives, the extra warmth and moisture mean that turf responds earlier than it would if it were uncovered, according to the company.

The lightweight blankets are made of 100 percent spun-bonded polypropylene, and they feature continuous filaments that will not ravel or fray.

For more information, contact Typar Turf Blankets at 800-455-3392 or CIRCLE NO. 205

Generators

John Deere K-Series generators offer extended life, longer run times, easy starting and strong voltage regulation, according to the company. The generators deliver from 2,500 watts to 5,000 watts. They feature Kawasaki OHV engines with automatic compression release for easy starting and automatic electric voltage regulation of 6 percent that protects hand tools and electronic devices by keeping voltage constant.

For more information, contact 800-537-8233, www.deere.com or CIRCLE NO. 204

Golf lift

Derek Weaver Co's Golf-Lift division offers the GL-9 Golf-Lift, featuring the patented lift apparatus with tire adapter, known as the Tire Wedge turf arm system. Maximum productivity is achieved by taking up the least amount of floor space and removing all obstacles found on other lifts, the company says.

Using the system requires no changing of adapters when changing vehicles, no beams protruding around the vehicle, no runways underneath the vehicle and no overhead beam obstacles, according to the company.

For more information, contact Golf-Lift at 800-788-9789 or CIRCLE NO. 206